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Director ZHAO Baogang

ZHAO had a humble beginning; he started working in a steel factory in his early 
adulthood.  His desire to work in the creative industry has never diminished and 
finally he got a chance to work in Beijing TV Art Centre as a stage manager and a 
play director. 

His real career break happened in the early 90s, when he made his directorial debut 
in the award winning drama series Desire, and subsequently set his works apart from 
the other drama series with emotionally drawn stories and in depth development of 
the characters. His famous productions include Stories in the Editorial Office, Never 
Let Go, How Can I Save You, My Love etc. In 2003 he led a team of crew to Canada 
and filmed and produced yet another award winning drama series Farewell, 
Vancouver.  The series was the first Chinese drama production that was entirely 
filmed in Canada, and when was shown during spring of 2004 received many 
praises from both the critics and audiences.

What are some of the issues the drama series production 
business is facing in China?
There are a few issues that the industry is facing:
1. The demand for drama series with more episodes
2. The lack of productions for genre-specific channels
3. The threat from overseas productions e.g. Korea
4. The reduction of production cost

According to the Magnolia Research, 37% of all the drama series presented in the 
Shanghai TV Festival in May 2005 were series with 30 episodes or more.  This is in 
response to the change in programming format in most of the TV channels, as it has 
become a norm for drama series to run back-to-back, sometimes even 3 episodes in 
one showing.  Productions with less that 20 episodes would not last more than one 
week and it does not generate long enough “buzz” with the viewers, and hence it will 
be more difficult to attract advertisers.

Another point that got raised in the research was that there are not enough tailor 
made drama series for genre-specific channels.  Most of the productions made 
nowadays are either light-hearted comedies or action series set in ancient China 
(Wu Xia series).  These genres do not fit into genre-specific channels such as 
Shanghai TV News Channel.  Producers will need to realize the demand from these 
channels and produce accordingly.

One of the major issues that China is facing is the growing popularity of Korean 
drama series and it’s threatening what is an already overcrowded China drama 
production market.

“Korea has a very supportive government especially to the entertainment business,” 
says Director ZHAO.  “Take the success of Dae Jang Geum (Jewel in the Palace), 
Actors and actresses can rehearse for each scene a few hours, on set, before the 
actual shooting.  Each scene gets shoot a few times and only the best shoot goes on 
air.  This cannot be made possible if you don’t have the backing of a supportive 
organization such as the government.” China drama productions, on the other hand, 
are running on lower and lower budgets as more and more drama series are made 
available, yet some productions the quality got sacrificed, somehow.

Drama Series productions in China – alive and booming!

Television is the major source of entertainment for many people in China, with TV penetration of 94.54% in 20031  and over 1 billion TV audiences２ , and over 2000 
channels3  to choose from, attractive content becomes the vital part of a channel’s success.

Of all the different sort of content, drama series is by far the most popular genre for Chinese viewers. According to a research done by Shanghai TV Festival and 
CSM, STVF “Magnolia Research” published in June 2005, Chinese viewers on average spends 1 hour watching drama series everyday, which equals to 30% of the 
total TV viewing time per person, ranking at the top among all other programmes; and in 2004 over 1500 drama series (equaling to over 180000 episodes) was 
broadcasted across 156 channels in 33 cities in China, an increase of 5.8% over 2003.

Advertisers recognize this trend also, and in 2004 44.1% of their total TV advertising spendings on drama series4.

How about the supply side of the story?  Recognizing the viewers and advertisers’ need for drama series, the total number of drama series produced in 2004 was 
about 12000 episodes, yet the demand for them remains at around 10000 episodes5. So what went wrong there?  Yes the demand for drama series has not 
changed, but the excess supply in drama series give TV channels a chance to choose only the quality titles to air, leaving the second-rate productions unsold.  TV 
stations also have a perception that there is not enough quality drama series in the market; they would rather air repeats of high-rating drama series than to invest 
in new ones, as they are unsure of its quality.

Hence, there must be some key factors to a successful and selling drama series, and just to find out what those factors are we sat down with Beijing Xinbaoyuan’s 
key figure, Director ZHAO Baogang.
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1. Television Asia’s Satellite &Cable Annual Guide 2004/2005
2. Television Asia’s Satellite &Cable Annual Guide 2005/2006
3. Television Asia’s Satellite &Cable Annual Guide 2004/2005
4-5 STVF “Magnolia Research” June 2005
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What makes a good drama series?

Yet, Director ZHAO, known for making drama series that resonates with viewers, would not make such sacrifices. “At Beijing Xinbaoyuan, we make 
about 3 drama series a year, equaling to approximately 100 episodes per year.  What guarantees the popularity of a drama series is a good 
script, with good casts.”  A good script, from Director ZHAO’s previous productions, involves characters who are daring, who do what a normal 
person would not (or would not have the courage to) do, and in return letting audiences to think about the characters, and giving them a 
chance to let go of some of their repressed emotions by getting involved in the characters.

So, the other factor that makes a good production – a good cast, what does Director ZHAO have to say on this?  For those of you who are not 
familiar, Director ZHAO is known as “the star creation specialist” in China, some well known artists include actress-director XU Jinglei, LU Yi, LI 
Xiaoran etc. all become famous after working on ZHAO’s drama series. “I guess the major factor why my productions use fresh actors and 
actresses is that they come cheap,” laughs ZHAO. “But seriously, most of these actors and actresses that I worked with, they all have the potentials 
of becoming stars, it’s just a matter of exploring and realizing their potentials.” 

 

Talent management
One of Beijing Xinbaoyuan’s divisions is talent management, which, in itself could become a very profitable business. 

“I would classify actors and actresses into three groups.  The first group is the ones that are not yet known to the general public.  This group does 
not give a lot of return in the initial stage but they are relatively cheap to work with but if they raise to the second group, which is when they have 
just started establishing their names with the public, you probably get a decent return as they tend to get more work and the cut (commission) 
you receive would be greater than the third group- which is when they truly become stars. By the time they are at this level you will need to have 
a really big budget to even afford using them on your own productions!”
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According to Director ZHAO, there are a few exciting projects that he is currently working 
on or planning to kick off. One of them, Give me a Cigarette, features many Beijing 
Xinbaoyuan’s upcoming stars including ZHANG Duo, ZHANG Xinyi, SUI Junbo etc.  He has 
also acquired some rights from online novels – a new way of getting creating scripts for 
drama series.  

Looks like our Director will be keeping himself busy with his tight schedules and we shall 
look forward to seeing his works on air real soon!

What’s on Director ZHAO’s 
agenda in the coming months?
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WONG Jing leads the group of stars in Ba Da Hao Xia 
(Eight Infamous Heroes)

The shooting of the 40-part costume TV drama series Ba Da Hao Xia (Eight Infamous Heroes) has completed.  The film was highly 
praised of by film and TV officials when submitted to the Film Bureau for inspection.  The distribution of the TV drama series has almost 
finished and the TV drama series is expected to become one of the hits on the TV screen in Mainland China.

The TV drama series is scripted and directed by WONG Jing, with Tony CHING Siu-Tung as director of choreography, and stars Anthony 
WONG, Edison CHEN, Damian LAU, LI Bingbing, FAN Bingbing, and LAM Chi Chung

“The work is a wu xia version of Mission Impossible.  The eight heroes are all great kung fu masters.  They are invited to fight against the 
treacherous court official QIN Hui. They crack one conspiracy after another.  With suspenseful and mind-boggling plots, it will be more 
intriguing than previous wu xia TV drama series such as Bao Qingtian and Jin Tianyi,” said the director.

The TV drama series will surely become a hit programme with its beautifully told love story, friendships between the kung fu masters, 
Director WONG’s trademark humour, and a powerful cast.
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 SUN Hong-Lei shines in Seven Swords and 
 steps into Shanghai Red

Also starring in Seven Swords - Peacock Also starring in Seven Swords - Peacock 

Beijing Xinbaoyuan (a division of AUFM) artist SUN Hong-Lei, recently featured in critically 
acclaimed movie Seven Swords as “Fire-Wind” (directed by Hong Kong Director Tsui-Hark) and 
received much praise from the public.  The movie premiered in Hong Kong, China and around 
Asia in July and featured as the opening film in the Venice Festival.  After a non-stop promotional 
tour in Beijing, Hong Kong and around Asia, SUN returned to Shanghai to start the filming of 
Shanghai Red, with Director Oscar L. Costo and stars including Vivian WU (from award winning 
The Last Emperor). It is one of the most anticipated movies in China for 2006.

 SUN Hong-Lei shines in Seven Swords and 
 steps into Shanghai Red
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k star ZHANG Jingchuk star ZHANG Jingchu

The star in AUFM’s award winning movie Peacock, 
ZHANG Jingchu is also featured in Seven Swords, as 
LIU Yufang, daughter of the Commander.  Her other 
recent release Seven Nights is a thriller which critics 
described as “the Chinese version of Japan’s thriller 
The Grudge”.
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Universal (Hao Ge)’s latest movie investment – 
My Girl Is A Kungfu Master

On the afternoon of July 27, Hong Kong film director WONG Jing, along with major actresses and 
actors Cecilia CHEUNG, Leo KU Kui Kei, YUEN Qiu, YUEN Wah, SHI Lan, and QIAN Jianyi, attended 
the press conference for their new film My Girl Is A Kung Fu Master at Jinku KTV, in Xidan, western 
Beijing.

The arrival of the director and the six film stars caused a big sensation among fans and reporters.  
The latter shouted out loud their idols’ names all through the press conference, and some even 
threw bouquets of flowers and toys to the film stars onstage.

The heartthrobs, CHEUNG and KU were surrounded by hundreds of fans asking for autographs.  
The KTV Salon had to tighten its security measures, sending in many security guards to escort the 
two stars.

Amidst the chaos, CHEUNG was hurt on the shoulder by excited fans but she kept her composure 
and expressed appreciation to the love from her fans.  The film will be made both in the 
mainland and in Hong Kong and will be showing on the big screen during Chinese New Year 
next year.

Six media companies, including China Film Group Corporation, Universal Holdings (Hao Ge), 
Beijing Xinhua Universal, Beijing Media Group, Tianjin Film Studio and Beijing Asian Union Media 
Investment, poured in a total of 30 million yuan for this film project.

With their expertise in the fields of cinema circuits, media coverage, and marketing, the six 
investors expressed confidence about WONG’s directing and pinned a high hope on the box 
office income of the film.

In the evening of July 27, the director, CHEUNG, and KU also landed on the Ynet.com online 
chatroom to talk with their fans.

On July 28, the opening ceremony for location shooting of the film was held at the Beiputuo Film 
Production Base. A roster of Chinese reporters witnessed a rarely seen god-worshipping ritual 
carried out by the production crew to express their wishes for the success of their film project.

But the day was so hot, both CHEUNG and KU did not feel well while acting in the scenes.  
Director WONG then arranged to shoot the non-action scenes as YUEN Qiu and YUEN Wah were 
in heavy costumes.

The initial shooting of the film ended in Beijing and resumed on August 15 in Hong Kong and the 
whole location shooting is slated to wrap up in late September.
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Hosted by The State Administration of Radio, Film & Television (SARFT) and China Media Group, the 3rd China 
International Film & TV Programs Exhibition finished on a high note on August 27, 2005.

The three-day event which took place at the Beijing Exhibition Centre, with over 22,000 square-meter of 
exhibition area and over 600 exhibitors, it is one of the biggest program exhibition in China and around Asia.  
The main purpose of this exhibition is to promote friendship, strengthen interactions and co-operations 
between companies and organizations, to further develop the industry and promote Chinese culture to the 
world and to bring the world to China.  The total amount of programmes traded during the exhibition 
reached RMB767 millions (which include the sum of intended trades).

AUFM was a major participant in this exhibition, with Director WONG Jing’s drama series Ba Da Hao Xia (Eight 
Infamous Heroes), Emmy Nominee and veteran producer John CORRY’s documentary special The Long 
March – China’s Flickering Star and The War at the Red Cliffs drama series showcasing in the exhibition.

Staff from Universal and AUFM participated in the exhibition and took pictures in front of the booth
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2005 CCTV-MTV Music Honors
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Acclaimed International and Asian artists gathered at the Beijing Worker's Stadium to 
celebrate the seventh annual CCTV-MTV Music Honors in Beijing.  The 22 awards went to 
Chinese and international artists who have made a significant contribution to the global, 
Asian and Chinese music industry.  Award winners including Rain, Eason CHAN, Miriam 
YEUNG, Leo KU, Joey YUNG, Leehom WANG, Jolin CAI and F.I.R. etc. all came on the night to 
receive their awards, and gave their unforgettable performances to the audiences.

Universal’s CFO Timothy SHEN was invited by MTV to the event, and had the firsthand 
experience at the stadium participating at this extraordinary event.

Pictures and information about the event courtesy of MTV Networks Asia Pacific.
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The Travel Channel broadcasted British Open – LIVE!

After the successful co-operation with ESPN on the LIVE broadcast of the US PGA tours, The Travel Channel was the exclusive broadcaster 
of one of the most prestigious international golfing event, the 2005 British Open in July, LIVE on its golf programme – Star Golf.  

It is one of the many collaboration effort made for The Travel Channel to offer international events to the viewers.  The next major 
international event planned for The Travel Channel, which is also LIVE and exclusive to the channel, is 2005 Miss World.  We will have 
more details in the upcoming issue of Media Info so stay tuned.

The Travel Channel has moved its office to Block C of Shuguang Tower, look 
how spacious the place looks!
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Below are some of the events that we have participated or will be 
participating.  Feel free to contact us should you want to be 
informed about our participations in upcoming roadshows and 
conferences by emailing vivienlai@uhl.com.hk.

July
• AUFM Site Visit with Funds Managers
• IBC Asia - Financial Supply Chain Management in Asia 2005

August
• Roadshow – New York, USA

September
• BNP Paribas Peregrine – 12th Annual China Economic 

Development Forum “Challenges to High Growth”– Nanjing, 
China

• JPMorgan – The 10th Annual JPMorgan Asia Pacific Conference 
– New York, USA

• JPMorgan - JPMorgan’s London Corporate Access Day 2005 – 
London, UK 

October
• The 8th World Chinese Entrepreneurs Convention – Seoul, Korea

Correction:On Media Info Issue 1 pg. 11, the caption of the picture mentioned that 
Manulife Asset Management was one of the organization participated in that 
particular site visit when in fact they did not.  We apologize for this oversight. 

Site Visits, Roadshows and Conferences
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